FME Workbench 2018

The two big ticket items in this release:

- Collapsible Bookmarks
- Partial Runs (aka Feature Caching)
Let’s investigate aspects not quite as easy to see!
Collapsible Bookmarks
They respect each other’s space
Bookmark ports can be renamed
In Presentation Mode:

Don’t forget the spacebar advances through bookmarks in presentation mode!
Collapsing bookmarks for documentation
Partial Runs
Partial Run Highlighting

F6 is the new F5
Split Stream Runs

Templates can now store caches
Using a Junction  
Prevents the FeatureJoiner having to run again
Joined Stream Runs

Notice the PointOnAreaOverlayer gets prior input from the SpatialSorter.
BEYOND THE BIG TWO!

There’s more in FME Workbench 2018 than bookmarks and partial runs...
Parameter Copy/Paste
Copy & Paste Parameters

Copy & paste conditions between transformers and workspaces
FeatureWriter Output Ports
FeatureWriter Output Ports
Dates and Times
Dates in a Tester

2017

2018
Upgrading to Discover new Functionality
Upgrade to discover new functionality...
One more tip for FME 2018

Even though Zipster likes zipping around and doing fancy tricks in his airplane ...
... DON’T FORGET ME!